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Thiotropocin, tropodithietic acid (TDA), and thiosulfenin make up
a group of antibiotic compounds called natural tropone products.
They are tautomers (2 or more molecules that interconvert rapidly
via atom/group transfer) that share remarking similarities, with
each containing a 7-membered ring with variances in hydrogen
atom placement on neighboring substituents. The remarking
similarities and controversial debate regarding the structural
identity of the natural tropones led to study examining the
tautomerization of one tautomer to the next. We used
computational methods to calculate the energetics of the reactions
and to achieve a potential energy surface for the overall
tautomerization process, which would help address which step in
the process is most energetically feasible.

Abstract

Introduction

Materials & Methods
• Used GaussView to create

molecules & Gaussian 09 to

optimize molecules

• Level of Theory: B3LYP/6-

31+G(d)

• Optimized the molecules to their

minima (R and P) or maxima (TS)

• Each minima/maxima was

confirmed by frequency

calculations

• IRC (Intrinsic Reaction

Coordinate) Pathways were run to

verify the PES of the reaction

Results & Discussion

•Thiotropocin TDA = 0 kcal/mol

•Thiotropocin Intermediate thiosulfenin = 60.3 

kcal/mol

•Thiotropocin thiosulfenin = 54.4 kcal/mol

Conclusion
Barrierless processes often involve 

tunneling, and this process will be 

further investigated in future studies

• Thiotropocin, tropodithietic acid (TDA), and thiosulfenin are
natural tropone products:

• The 3 exist as tautomers that interconvert rapidly

• Overall tautomerization process:

• Thiotropocin TDA Thiosulfenin

• Lots of controversial debate around the natural tropones:

• All 3 compounds interconvert rapidly

• All 3 compounds are very structurally similar, with slight
differences in hydrogen atom placement

• Ongoing controversy over which structure is viable and
correct

• To investigate which step in the overall tautomerization process 
is most feasible, energetics of the reactions must be calculated 
and potential energy surfaces (PES) must be created.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph of P. 
gallaeciencis

• The roseobacter
species P.
gallaeciencis
(bacteria)
associates with
algae to produce
the potent
antibiotics, TDA
and thiotropocin.

Figure 3. Potential Energy Surface 
(PES) Diagram

Figure 2. Structures of Natural Tropone Products 

Figure 5. Summarized PES for overall tautomerization process

• These results indicate that the
reaction of thiotropocin TDA
(0 NRG) requires no energy, is
the most feasible, and is
almost barrierless.
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• Also, the latter 2 reactions are
extremely thermally high and
would not likely be feasible.


